Over the Rainbow Batiks
Pre-Cuts

10 Different Naturals

20 Different Horizon Batiks

20 Different Sunrise Batiks

Color Wheel – 40 Different Batiks

Stay Connected
modafabrics.com
Over the Rainbow Patterns

Garden Trio
LBQ 0302
1-16"x36" and 2-14"x32"

Paddleboat
LBQ 0299 51"x68" Runner: 16"x51"

Rainbow Star
LBQ 0301 61"x61"

Summer Cabin
LBQ 0298 68"x68"

For more ideas, patterns and projects visit: LaundryBasketQuilts.com
mo   da

Over the Rainbow Batiks
by Laundry Basket Quilts

Block of the Month

Spring Bouquet
LBQ 0300
72”x72”

Introducing
Silhouettes
Laser Cut Fusible Shapes for Appliqué

mo   da
"I still remember the feeling of getting a new box of crayons or a fresh package of paints; it was as if someone had captured a rainbow just for me to create with! In the *Over the Rainbow* collection I have tried to capture that rainbow of color just for you; from Sunrise reds, oranges, and yellows to Horizon blues and greens, I hope you will find this to be one of your favorite fabric groups. *Over the Rainbow* precut bundles and *Fabric Silhouettes* – laser cut appliqué shapes with pre-applied *Steam a Seam 2* fusible web – will provide you with all you need for your next quilting project."

Happy Quilting!

Edyta
Sunrise

50 Batiks – 100% Cotton
Available in Stores May, 2012
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Over the Rainbow

Block of the Month

Fabric Silhouettes Packages for Spring Bouquet Block of the Month

Block One  LBQ 0311

Block Two  LBQ 0312

Block Three  LBQ 0313

Block Four  LBQ 0314

Block Five  LBQ 0315

Block Six  LBQ 0316

Block Seven  LBQ 0317

Block Eight  LBQ 0318

Block Nine  LBQ 0319

Block Ten – Borders (4 sets needed)  LBQ 0320

LBQ 0321  Spring Bouquet Master Silhouette Kit – includes all of the above
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Silhouettes Laser Cut Fusible Shapes for Appliqué

Laser cut shapes from the Over the Rainbow collection with pre-applied Steam a Seam 2 fusible web ready to arrange, fuse, and appliqué.

Also Available:
LBQ-0303 Fabric Silhouettes - Garden Trio –11 shapes 68 pieces
LBQ-0304 Fabric Silhouettes - Rainbow Star – 12 shapes 324 pieces
LBQ-0305 Fabric Silhouettes - Assortment – 40 shapes 240 pieces
LBQ-0306 Fabric Silhouettes - Leaves – 12 shapes 72 pieces
LBQ-0307 Fabric Silhouettes - Stems – 7 shapes 48 pieces
LBQ-0308 Fabric Silhouettes - Red Flowers –13 shapes 78 pieces
LBQ-0309 Fabric Silhouettes - Blue Flowers – 13 shapes 78 pieces
LBQ-0310 Fabric Silhouettes - Circles – 6 shapes 84 pieces

Aurifil Thread Boxes

ORES1050S
Small Box – 10 colors • 50 wt. • 220 yds. each

ORES1250L
Large Box – 12 colors • 50 wt. • 1422 yds. each